The only one Sanskrit source material for the MLS is a fragmentary MS which was discovered by Rahula Sankrtyayana at Zalu monastery during his third journey to Tibet.1) Nowadays, the In the process of the joint work, Sanskrit manuscripts were copied by hand in order to select study materials after the Facsimile Edition of the Abhisamacarika-Dharma of the Mahasamghika-Lokottaravadin. The present author wishes to acknowledge staff of the China Library of the Nationalities for providing an opportunity to access to the invaluable manuscripts.
Among staff of our institute, special thanks go to Rev. Takayasu KIMURA for his kind help in deciphering the text of the MLS. Needless to say, the present author is solely responsible for readings of the text as well as the contents of the present paper. 1.
The leaf numbers are 1, 2, 4, and 5.
2.
The folio 1a contains the following notes: "theg pa chen po'i mtshan nid" in Tibetan dbu-med script, and "XXIV 2 mahayanalaksanasamuccaya (patra 7)" in Nagari script. The latter note seems to have been written by Rahula or his companion.
3.
As will be shown in Sanskrit text below, the leaves with the number 4 and 5 must have been originally the sixth and the fourth respectively. Accordingly, the extant four leaves are the first, the second, the fourth, and the sixth in the original order.
1) Most of MSS discovered by Rahula at Zalu monastery were transferred to the China Library of the Nationalities a few decades ago. In July 1997, a delegation of Taisho University confirmed that the MSS were returned to Tibet. Tokyo, 1931 Tokyo, -36, vol. 3, p. 2920 2) The textual differences might be attributed to that the original Buddhajnana-pada was not only a disciple of Haribhadra but also an important master of the Vajrayana and the founder of the Jnanapada 1) The colophon runs as follows: rgya gar gyi mkhan po pandita karnopati dan bod kyi lo tsa ba sakya'i dge sloe prajnasimhas (P. pajnasimhas) dpal nalanda'i gtsug lag khan chen por bsgyur cin zus to gtan la phab ba'o (D. ba).
2) The exhaustive data can be extracted from the texts section below.
lineage of the Guhyasamaja tradition.1) As it will be shown in the [Tib.] khams bco brgyad dan/skye mched bcu gnis 'di rnams so //[P.403b] mig gi rnam par ses(P. ges) pa don byed pa la sogs pa drug dan/reg pa drug ste/mig gi reg pa brjod pa'i yid dan/yan dag par reg pa'o//bden pa'i gzugs dan/rnam par ses pa snod(P. sned) dan/Than cig dbus su gnas pa'i rgyu mtshan nid bum pa'i mtshan nid kyi nos la mig gi don byed [The missing third leaf might have contained the explanation of (4) the twelvefold chain of the pratityasamutpada, (5) the ten sorts of paramitah, (6) the ten stages of (bodhisattva)bhumayah, and 2) Ms. "pya" is cancelled between "a" and "di".
3) Ms. vasita. 4) Ms. bhutas. 
